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WORKING DRAWING - I

(Maximum marks : 100)

lNote :-l. Drawing shall be neat and fully dimensioned.

2. Missing Data can be suitably assumed.

3. A2 Size drawing sheet to be supplied.l

lTime: 3 houn

PART - A

(Maximum marks : 10)

I Answer c// questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks.

1. Define Flemish Bond

. 2. The ability of soil to carry loads safely.

3. The uppermost horizontal member of the shutter'

4. The platform provided between two flights'

5. Define Pitch of roof.

Marks

(5x2: l0)

PART - B

(Maximum marks : 30)

il Answer any three of the following questions. Each question ciuries l0 marks'

l. Draw the plans of two consecutive courses of one brick wall comer in

English bond.

2. Differentiate with sketch (Elevation) the sffetcher bond and header bond.

3. Draw the plan and Elevation of a staight stair (Line diagram only).

4. Draw the plan details of connection between door frame, style and panel.

5. Draw the key Elevation of tuss with elements. (3x10 : 30)
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Marks '
PART - C

(Maximum marks : 60)

(Answer one fu,ll question from each unit. Each frrll question carries 15 marks.)

UNrr - I

m (a) Draw a typical foundation details for a wall with step. 8

O) Draw the courses of a T:junction of one brick with one in English Bond. 7

On

ry Draw odd and even courses of one brick wall Flemish Bond. Also draw an elevation
to a height of 40cm.

Uurr - II

V Draw to a suitable scale the plan and elevation of a fi.rlly paneled door of size

100 x 2l0cm.

On

\{ Draw the Plan and Elevation of a Half glazed paneled window of size 150 xl50cm. 15

Uur - III

VII Draw the typical plan and elevation of the following stair.

(r) Quarter tum stair (ii) Half tum stair 15

On

VIII Draw the plan and section of Passenger Lift, Machine room and Lift pit.

UNn - IV

D( Draw the elevation of the typical tubular tuss of 75ftm span, supporting wall is
30cm thick.

On

X Draw the base connection and the apex connection details of tubular russ.
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